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The innovative new WHILL chair allows you the freedom to explore in style.

The short wheelbase and narrow frame results 

in a footprint small enough to allow for a turning 

radius of only 76cm. The compact design and 

responsive controls also allow you to manoeuvre 

confidently in tight spaces.

The WHILL Model Ci can reach speeds up 

to 8km/h and has a range of up to 16km. 

With an anti-sway feature to keep you 

driving in a straight line on side slopes, 

electromagnetic brakes for smooth 

stopping even on inclines and a ground clearance of 5.7cm, the 

Model Ci ensures you a safe ride so you can focus on enjoying your activities.

Front Drive Base Rear Drive Base Seat Assembly

The Model Ci is quick and easy to disassemble into three lightweight components.

You can use the App to remotely drive 
the Model Ci, choose a drive mode or 
even lock or unlock it.

It is also possible to access key 
information about your device and 
monitor the battery health.

15kg
22kg 
(with battery) 14kg

14kg (41cm seat) 
15kg (46cm seat)
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Easy reach indicator 
& speed settings

Optional Accessories

Compact design - short wheelbase, narrow frame

Responsive controls - Tight turns

Speeds up to 8km/h

Electromagnetic brakes 
 - safe stopping, even on inclines

Superb stability and durability

Climbs obstacles up to 5cm high

Easy to dissasemble

Fold up footplate and arms that rotate out the 
way for easy access to tables

Ergonomic controller (left or right position)

Smartphone integration for additional control

The unique omni-
wheel copes 
with all types 
of terrain and 
allows for easy 
manoeuvring in 
tight spaces

Additional battery

Key Features

Ergonomic controller 
for all day comfort

Arms rotate out of the way

Large 20l underseat basket

8 different arm cover colours
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WHILL Model Ci Technical Specifications

Overall Width 55cm

Overall Length 99cm

Overall Height 74cm

Turning Radius 76cm

Seat Width 41 | 46cm

Seat Depth 41 - 51cm

Seat Cushions - W(cm) x L(cm) 41 x 41 | 41 x 46 | 46 x 46

Seat Height 39 - 47cm

Back Support Height (stepless) 33 - 46cm

Back Support Angle 90° | 95° | 100°

Incline Capability 10°  (17.6%)

Maximum Speed 8km/h

Maximum User Weight 113kg

Warranties
12 months - chair 
6 months - wheels 
6 months - battery


